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Decision made this stuntrier

BOT names Johnson
president of UMO
by Suzanna Mitchell Donovan
Staff Writer
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The Unsversay of Maine at Orono student

At a summer meeting of the University of Maine Board of Trustees, Arthur
Johnson was named president of UMO.
_Previously holding the title "acting
president:' Johnson was named president for a two-year term at the July 9
meeting.
Mark Hall, assistant to the president,
said Johnson, who became acting president on March I. accepted the position
as president under three conditions. Hall
said the board wanted to give Johnson
a salary of 1175,000 a year but Johnson
wanted it to remain at $60,000.
Secondly, Johnson wanted to keep the
designation as A. & A. Bird professor of
history, said Hall.
Thirdly, Hall said Johnson wanted to

stay only two years, until his 65th birthday, and then retire.
In the Board of Trustees' search for a
replacement for former President Paul
Silverman, Hall said a committee came
to campus and interviewed a number of
faculty and staff members, and union
representatives to determine what they
would like in a president.
"They all said, 'get someone just like
Johnson:" Hall said. For continuity
reasons, it was also advantageous to
UMO for Johnson to remain in office,
said Hall.
In the July 10 issue of the Bangor
Daily News, Johnson was quoted as sayMg,"L will do my best to vindicate the
faith that many have placed in me, but
when I feel that I am not making a
positive difference I will ask the trustees
to be relieved as soon as they can find
a qualified person to take over':

Education reform
may be set back
AUGUSTA (AP)—Gov. Joseph E.
Brennan's strategy for financing education reform in Maine began crumbling
ed
Monday as opposition to a propos
new cigarette tax mounted among
n
Taxatio
ure's
members of the Legislat
Committee.
The largest single item among Brennan's tax proposals, the 8-cent-a pack
a.cise tax is designed to take effect Oct.
1. 1985, replacing an equal federal tax
that would apire then. It would generate
an estimated $12.6 million during its first
full year.
"It's simply redirecting a federal
revenue to the state coffers:' said Andre
aides
Janelle, one of the administration
t
who is lobbying for legislative suppor
als.
propos
for the governor's

By midafternoon, however, while the
Education Committee worked to refine
the policy side of Braman's initiatives,
Taxation Committee members were
privately discussing alternatives ranging
from an income tax surcharge to reviving a proposed tax on rooms and meals.
"There really is a certain amount of
intellectual dishonesty" in having the
state simply claim the revenue from an
abandoned federal tax, said committee
member Rep. Edward J. Kane, 13-South
Portland. "Its' just not straight!'
Earlier Monday, most committee
members tentatively pledged their support to a plan that would have imposed
limits on the cigarette tax, said the
panel's co-chairman, Rep. H. Craign
Higgins, D-Portland.
(sea TAX page 3)
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Performing Arts Center

Rain delaysfutish
by Gina Ferazzi
Staff Writer
Last spring's cccessive rain has delayed
the completion of the Performing Arts
Center. "We were hoping it would be
finished by next August, but right now
we're behind a month or tater said the
director of engineerinitaviessa
David Trefethen said the heavy rain
caused the contractor to get a late start,
but other than that there has only been
a handful of minor delays that just come
along with the Dig project.
te
Private donations have comple
has
funded the project. No state money
yet been
been received. `The cost has not
settled, but should be in the vicinity of
$5 million:* Trefethen said.
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The idea of having a performing arts
ago,
center was started about 10 years
tration
but with the changes in adminis
things,
t
and the emphasis on differen
years
plans weren't definite until two Silvernt
ago. Trefethen said Preside
for
harder
man's administration pushed
it and started the ball rolling.

The Development Office said it is difplanficult to credit one person for the
Center
ning of the Performing Arts
involvbecause there are so many people
nt Silvered, but it was through Preside
started.
got
man's efforts that the project
The fund raising began in 1974.
Many contributions have been receire_l__
ed and more have yet to be received. Mrs.
Elizabeth Noyce has donated the largest
gift', but the Development Office has yet
to make public the aact figure.
The Performing Arts Center when
completed will be a concert hall, a
museum and a conference center; the only facility of its kind in northern New
England.
the
The auditorium wii; ii.11 960 on
main level and 750 more on the balcony.
The auditorium will double u a conference center. The museum is designed
as part of the lobby area.
A brochure from the Development
Office said, "the Concert Hall/Conference Center will be capable of supporting several daily activities at once, and
be largely self-supporting!'
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*Police Blotter

by Patti a Fink
Staff Writer
Edward A. Cutting, a.k.a. A.
Edward Cutting, a.I..a. Albert
E. Cutting, was charged for
assault and disorderly conduct
when UMO Police Officer
Harry Dalton approached him
in the Hears' Den for allegedly
dandle on a table
Diant teported that upen retpeetidajg
ideatification from Cutting,
the suspect allegedly pushed
Daitoa away.
Dalton reported the incideiat
occured at 11:10 p.m., Sept. 7.
Oa Sept. 7, it air masted
ktthetam 124eb abadawa
st enan from oar the northea
try of the Neville Hall missing.
Three other letters were
reported missing from over the
e is
northwest door. Damag
estimated at 5150.
EpTau
of
,
Wagner
Brooke
silon Phi, was suspected of being a minor driving with a

tthe motorcycle parked differen
ly. The resident believes he left
his keys in the ignition that
night, Sept. 8.
Cyrus W. Thompson III, 343
Hart Hall, was issued a summons for operating a motor
vehicle after suspension.
Thompson's license had been
suspended on June 21, for
violation of the Maine .02 Law,
which was discovered after
UMO police stopped him for
allegedly driving his motorcycle
on the sidewalk at 4:00 p.m.,
Sept. 8. Bail is set for Sept. 14.
Kenneth M. Smith, of
Holliston. Mass., was issued a
summons for operating a motor
vehicle over the posted speed
limit on Schoodic Road in
Orono. UMOPD reported
Smith to be doing 35 mph in a
20 mph zone at 8:10 p.m., Sept.
8.
An Orono resident reported
her metallic blue, ten speed,

blood alcohol content above the
.02 level at 12:48 a.m., Sept. 7.
An Orono resident reported
parking his car in the Lengyel
Gym parking lot, during a
dance held in the gym, and
returned to find all four hubcaps missing on Sept. 7. Kurk
H. Soodenegger, 423 Kook Hall,
was arrested on a change of
operating a motor vehicle while
under the influence of intox'eating liquor at 1:52 a.m. on
Sept. 9.
Scott C. Tannian, 323
Aroostook Hall, will be sent to
the conduct officer for alleged-ly attempting to steal one
wooden saw horse from the
construction site at Hauck Cirde The incident was reported at
4:40 a.m. on Sept. 8.
A Dunn Hall resident
reported parkins his motorcycle
in the Memorial Gym parking
lot to find, upon returning, the
rear view mirror missing and

Schwinn bicycle missing after
she parked it in the mall entry
of the Memorial Union on
Sept. 8. Andrew Peterson, 419
- Gannett Hall, was issued a summons for possession of alcohol
by a minor.
Gray,
John
Sergeant
umoPD, reported seeing Peter12:01
at
Circle,
Hauck
in
son
am., Sept. 9, with a pitcher and
mug of beer. Gray reported
Peterson admitted taking the
mug and pitcher out of the
Bears' Den after a friend let him
in the back door.
Unknown subjei....s from
Sigma Phi Epsilon were
reported at 2:32 am., Sept. 9, to
have been shooting bottle
rockets in the direction of TICE.
Reporting Officer, William
Laughlin, said he spoke to a
member who said he would ask
other members to quiet down.

Johnson
to speak
at meeting
by Suzanne Mitchell Donovan
Staff Writer
UMO President Arthur Johnson will
speak on the rewards of a college education at the first meeting of the Health
Profes.sions Club Tuesday night at 7 p.m.
at 101 Neville Hall. The meeting is open
to the public.
Howard Patterson, professor of
chemistry and adviser to the club, said
former President Paul Silverman spoke
at the first meeting of the 1983-84
academic year and began what will be
a yearly tradition with the club. He said
everyone enjoyed that speech and that is
why he asked Johnson to speak this year.
"I'm excited about him speaking
because he is very successful:' Patterson
said. His speech might be helpful to
students because they might be able to
use some of the things Johnson has used in making his career decisions, he
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said.
Co-president of the Health Professions Club, Lorraine Gilbert, said the
club sponsors speakers at least twice a
month that help students who are interested in health professions.
She said some of the topics speakers
cover are how much medical school
costs, how many years of study are involved for the different areas, and the
type of lifestyle health-related professional people lead.
Also part of the club is the Health
Professions Committee which helps
for
students prepare resumes and apply
medical school, said Gilbert.
Students must be registered wiffilthe
Health Professions Club to take advantage of the committee's aid, she said.
There is no membership fee. The club
headquarters are 101 Murray Hall, where
catalogues from different medical
schools are found.
Patterson said he wanted to stress that
not only pre-medical majors can join the
club. He said anyone es-en generally interested should go to 101 Murray Hall
and talk to the secretary of the club,
June Smith.
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(continued from page I)

Under the "Severin amendment': as
committee members loosely named it for
Tobacco Institute lobbyist Severin
Betiveau, the new state tax would take
effect only if the federal tax actually
lapses. If the federal tax is continued,
which Beliveau has said is becoming increasingly likely, the state tax would remain inoperative.
"It means that we'd have to address
the source of funding next year': said
Higgins.
Reaction from the administration was

Gray,
ing Peterat 12.1M
tdser and
reported
'king the
it of the
tad let him

swift and vehement.
"The most preposterous piece of
public policy I've ever semi,' said gubernatorial aide Richard S. Davies, who is
helping shepherd Brennan's package
through the special legislative session,
which stretched into its fourth day
Monday.
Added Janette: "You'd have absolutely
no control over whether that money will
be available" if Congress continues the
federal tax at a time when the Legislature
is not customarily in session.

on rays on the mall (Farman photo)
A UMO student enjoys the afterno

- er raise
-T-e-a&
questionable
AUGUSTA (AP) — A weary Education Committee delivered its schoolreform package to the Legislature on
Monday, but the same doubts about
teacher pay raises that stymied the committee raised questions about the bill's
chances on the House floor.
At issue was whether to earmark for
three, or fewer, years the 527 million that
Gov. Joseph E. Brennan had proposed
giving 13,500 Maine teachers in his
direct-pay "stipend" plan.
House members, after a day devoted
largely to party caucuses and corridor
debates, reconvened shortly before 5
p.m. to review the committee bill and immediately were confronted with a proposal to eliminate the bonuses
altogether.
The amendment, the first floor test of
the stipends alone, was defeated 90-48.
The sponsor of the amendment, Rep.
Darryl N. Brown, R-Livermore Falls,
said the stipends would only continue
the erosion of local control over schools
that he said is the key to improving
education.
"The people want more control, and
they don't like the idea of us taking it
away from them bit by bit;' he said.
Rep. Stephanie Locke, D-Sebec, cochairman of the Education Committee,
argued against Brown'? amendment.
Her committee's version of the bill explicitly provides for only one year of
direct payments, to "send a message"
that teaching is a valued profession,
Locke said.
Earlier the House voted 125-13 to scuttle another amendment, to replace the
bonuses with a proposal to introduce
binding arbitration on teacher wages,
pensions and insurance.
The Education Panel held two days of
hearings last week on Brennan's 90plus-page, S95-million schools package_
The panel reworked it through the
weekend and finished its frequently
heated deliberations Monday in
midafternoon.
Co-chairman Sen. Kenneth P. Hayes,
D-Veazie, said the committee's bill held
firm in most respects to Brennan's
original proposal, and would create
"much higher quality of accountability
and performance in the public school
system"
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Run your ovvn
company at 26.
We're looking for a few good college students
e
and graduates who can fill the shoes of a Marin
order.
tall
pretty
a
Corps officer. That's
Because it means leading other Marines. Being
responsible for their safety and welfare. Being
in charge.
That's something no civilian job can offer you
at 26. It's something very few people can ever
measure up to.
If you think you're cut from the right mold,see
your Marine Corps Officer Selection Officer when
r
he visits your campus or call him,at the numbe
today.
below
listed
See your Marine represenative at Wells Commons
on September 18, 19, and 20 from 10AM to 3PM
:- : I
I
-or call
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World/U.S.News
Cigarette warnings may increase

House passes bill to label specific dangers
WASHINGTON (AP)—The House on
Monday passed legislation that would
replace the current general health warning on cigarette packages with four
rotating warnings on specific dangers
associated with smoking.
The measure was approved by voice
VOIC after brief debate in which no opposition was expressed and was sent to
the Senate. It followed months of
negotiations among health groups and
the tobacco industry, which agreed to
support it, sponsors said.
"This bill represents a progressive and
courageous step by the tobacco industry
that caught many by surprise!' said Rep.
Albert Gore, D-Tenn., a major sponsor
who noted that his state has 100,000
tobacco farmers. "This has been a bitter pill for them to swallow, but in do-

ing so they have made stiffer punitive
legislation less likely in the years ahead!'
Rep. Henry A. Waxman, 0-Calif.,
another major -backer, said, "If
Americans are to make an informed
decision about whether or not to smoke
it is critical they- recognize the serious
nsks to their health before they light up.
"Any Americans—particularly young
people—are unaware of the specific
health risks caused by smoking!' said
Waxman, chairman of the House health
subcommittee. The current warning label
hasn't been revised in many years "and
does not adequately reflect the extent of
adverse health effects caused by smoking!'
The current warning on cigarette
packages and advertising reads "The
Surgeon General Has Deterrnined That

The bill also requires the secretary of
Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your.
health and human services to establish
Health!'
rotate
will
which
inter-agency committee on smoking
warnings,
an
The new
every three months in forms enlarged by
and health and gives new impetus for expanding federal smoking research and
50 percent from the present to increase
public education activities.
their visibility, read:
heart
cancer,
lung
causes
"Smoking
"Each year, there are 130,000
disease, emphysema, and may com- smoking-related deaths linked to cancer
plicate pregnancy'
, Gore said. "An addi:
in this country
"Smoking by pregnant women may tional 170,000 deaths from heart disease
birth,
premature
And another 50,000
-related.
injury,
result in fetal
are smoking
and low birth wieght"
die each year from emphysema and
"Cigarette smoke contains carbon other chronic obstructive lung diseases
brought on by smoking:'
monoxide!'
Waxman said he expected the Senate
"Quitting smoking now greatly
to pass the legislation later this week.
reduces serious risks to your health":
manufacturers
In addition, cigarette
Asked would President Reagan sign it,
would have to disclose the ingredients Gore said, "I'm certain that he will. I
added to tobacco in the manufacturing don't base any indication that they have
.
-considered opposing it!'
of cigarettes. .
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Murderer
executed
in Louisiana
ANGOLA, La. (AP) — Bitter and
sarcastic to the end, Timothy Baldwin
went to his death in the Louisiana electric chair Monday, insisting he was innocent of beating an 85-year-old blind
woman to death with a TV set and congratulating police and prosecutors who
"tried so hard to murder me:'
Baldwin was the fourth person executed in Louisiana and the 24th in the
United States since the Supreme Court
reinstituted the death penalty in 1976.
"Until tonight, I have always had faith
irt the criminal justice system even
though I have been on the wrong side of
the law from time to time!' he said in a
final written statement.
"After•what is being done tonight, I
don't think they can hold their heads up
when they say 'justice:"
In a note dictated to the Rev. Joe Ingle, Baldwin told the people of Louisiana they would be held accountable in
the hereafter for his execution.
"So I suggest you start thinking about
a good excuse as death comes at the
darndest times!' he said. "I only wish I
could hear how you tried to excuse your
part in my murder!'
Baldwin, a small man whose arms
were covered with crude jail house tattoos, would have been 47 Thursday.
He was sentenced to die for the April
1978 murder of Mary James Peters, godmother to his youngest son, in West
Monroe„La. Prosecutors said he attacked her with a skillet, a telephone, a tele,sion set and two legs ripped off a stool
after she refused to tell him where her
money was hidden.
Although Baldwin professed innocence of her murder, he freely admitted having lived a life of crime. He said
he had stolen cars, burglarized homes,
escaped from prison and written bad
checks, but that he was never violent.
In a recent interview, he said he just
didn't see things the same way society
did: "To me, it was justifiable; to society it wasn't!' Baldwin had avoided seven
previous execution dates in six years as
he filed appeals. But the U.S. Supreme
Court rejected his last attempt 7-2
Sunday.
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Meanwhile, Paul Goons, of the
OSTEND, Belgium (AP) — Gale
Belgian salvage company l'union de
force winds and 12-foot waves in the
Ftemorquage et de Sauvetage, said civil
North Sea late Monday broke open the
along the Belgian
hull of a sunken freighter carrying 30 defense authorities
of the potential
containers of radioactive material, coast were warned
danger.
maritime and salvage officials said.
view, the conpessimistic
the
"Taking
Marc Claus, nautical director of the
tainers could roll out of the hulk:'
pilot service here, said the hull of the
to go look
have
we'll
Goons said. "Then
French freighter Mont Louis broke
for them, and they will be difficult to
under the "continuous attacks of the
trace!'
waves!' He said he had no information
In Paris, a French Atomic Energy
on the fate of the 30 containers of
Commission spokesman said the breakuranium hocafluoride, a slightly radioacup of the Mont Louis did not increase
tive material that was being shipped to
the danger of the uranium hexafluotide
the Soviet Union, but he did not exclude
being breached.
containers
they might be strewn ,on the sea bed.
"The containers in the Mont Louis
"The hull broke but the parts of the,
were resistant while in the hull; there is
wreck are still attached by the bow'said
no reason that they should not resist
Henk Drenth of the Dutch salvaging
when on the seabed:' said the
company Smit Tak International.
spokesman, who spoke on condition that
Drenth also said he did not know if
he not be identified.
any of the containers holding uranium
He said the only uncertainty was if the
hexafluoride had escaped from the hull.
containers, made of 16" steel, would be
"I hope divers can carry out an inspecwave action on the seabtion tomorrow and see whether the con- rolled about by
ed, but that appeared improbable.
tainers are its place he added.
The equipment included remote controlled valves and gears intended to control the flow of gas along the pipeline,
according to French government officials in Paris. They said Saturday the •
export of the equipment to the Soviet
Union was in keeping with French laws
of foreign trade.
One crate holding high technotogy
equipment that was en route to the Soviet Union for the Soviet-European
natural gas pipeline washed ashore Monday in Wenduine, a coastal resort near
Ostend. Another crate with equipment
that had been bound for the Soviets was
picked up at sea. Drenth said.

Pair accused of defacing
more than 24 churches
ROCKLAND (AP) — 'two
men acctised'of defacing more
than two dozen churches went
on trial Monday in Superior
Court on charges of aggravated
criminal mischief.

Clergymen say "Babylon"
and "666" are satanic symbols.
Dennis Friel of Bowdoin and
Donald Legasse of Lisbon are
accused of spray painting the
word "Babylon" and the
number "666" on churches in
Cumberland, Sagadahoc and
Androscoggin counties.

The defense moved to
relocate the case from
Cumberland County on
pour& that be could not get a
fair trial them
A state Supreme Court
justice last week rejected Friers
attempt to bar Masan Catholic
judges from participating in the
case
Friel, who describes himself
as a "non-denominational
Christian' claimed that he was
the target of discrimination
because of his anti-Catholic
beliefs.

Help Prevent Birth Defects

dpsr;zac,76 of Dimes

Parents
send letters
to judges
PAP1LLION, Neb. (AP) — The
parents of the two boys slain by John J.
Joubert submitted letters today to a
three-judge panel that will sentence the
.
2I-year-old Portland man.
The letters were accepted by the judges
over the objection of Public Defender
James Miller.
"We should at least consider these
statements': Sarpy County District Judge
Ronald Reagan said. "They may not
make aggravating circumstances but with
the victims' rights law passed by the
Legislature, we should consider them!'
The contents of the letters were not
disclosed in court. Reagan allied a recess
during which he and judges Theodore
Carlson of Omaha and Robert Finn of
Tecumseh read the statements in pnvate_
The judges will decide if Joubert, a
former airman at Offutt Air Force Base,
should be sentenced to life in prison or
die in the electric chair.
Joubert, who was arrested Jan. II,
pleaded guilty July 3 to first-degree
murder in the stabbing deaths of 13year-old Danny Joe Eberle and 12-yearold Christopher Walden last year.
The judges will decide the sentence
based on mitigating and aggravating circumstances set by state law.
Earlier Monday, Sarpy County Sheriff
that
Lt. James Sanderson testified
before
Joubert had no criminal record
killand
s
kidnapping
his arrest for the
ings. However, Sanderson said, "There
know
were numerous other incidents we
for vicof when he went out looking
tims!'

Students! Work Smart,
Work Simply...With Hewlett-Packard.
Take a good look at your class schedule.
If you're in Business or Finance, you're probaIf you're in Science or Engineering, chances
bly taking Accounting, Statistical Methods,
are your classes include Calculus, Physics, or
Finance, and Investment Analysis. Classes
Chemistry. Engineering Statics, or Dynamics.
loaded with tedious calculations End the pencilYou're running up against some tough calculaand-paper drudgery with the HP-12C. The most
tions, with statistics problems, hyperbolics, and
powerful decision-maker on the market! Dedilogs. The HP-11C calculator helps you breeze
cated keys make time value of money
through those problems with a few simple
calculations, amortization, Net Present Value
keystrokes.
(NPV), Internal Rate of Return (IRR), and statismoreNeed to simphfy problems that are even
tics solutions as simple as a single keystroke. And
complex? The HP-41CV gives you 128 built-in
it's easy to change values or correct mistakes
sim200—to
over
HP-41CX
the
—and
functions
without reentering your entire problem.
plify your long homework assignments. Use up to
Hewlett-Packard calculators. They help you
6,437 bytes of memory to save the programs
smart this term. And next term. And even
and formulas you use often. And there are thou- work
later on the job. Get your HP today from your
sands of software programs, so you don't have
local HP dealer
to start from scratch next term
call TOLL FREE l-800-FOR-HPPC.
For the location of the dealer nearest you,
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EDITORIAL',
One'small voice
STEPHEN R. MACKLIN

Ambitious Goals
the
Traditionally the editor's first editorial of
readersemester is a mixed bag of promises to the
thing it is
ship. We remind everyone of how fine a
Siberia, and
just to be back here at the University of
CamMaine
the
what
of
list
then we run down the
during the
pus hopes to provide for its readership
coming semester.
is not the
Sharp-eyed readers will note that this
the time
editor's first editorial of the semester. About
to type, the
that fine piece of prose was being set
ever
was
staff
the
if
editor was seriously wondering
newsroom,
going to conquer the new computerized—
of a
and whether we could produce any semblance
respectable newspaper on a daily basis.
n, the
As we start this second week of publicatio
a few
editor has enough confidence to make
promises.
become
First, although we at the Campus haven't
have at least
Computer Science majors in a week, we
programm
make
can
come to the point where we
pressing
ing mistakes arrogantly, instead of meekly
which part
the "EXECUTE" button and wondering
28-inch
of electronic heaven our just-composed
words, the
other
In
into.
ed
disappear
story has just
slop will stop.
week's papers
The staff realizes full well that last
artisticalwere not works of art, either editorially or
new staff
ly, but considering we have an entirely
with
system
n
working on an entirely new productio
, there's
which they have had zero prior csperience
paper at all.
a certain pride in just putting out the
16, 20, and
Add to this the fact that we put out 28,
with a
week,
last
y,
respectivel
16 page papers,
3 a.m., and
skeleton crew who never saw bed before
damned
who are all full-time students...well, we're
pleased just to have had a paper at all.
askBut the guy who wrote us a letter last week
quesing us if we knew how to spell had a legitimate
last
read
who
anyone
tion, or so it would seem to
that before
week's papers. The answer is, of course,
jernalists,
we came to UMO "we couldn't even spel
what we
and now we are ones!' Yes, we can spell,
without
ASCII
to
MS-DOS
translate
is
couldn't do
that, like
getting a few mystery letters thrown in. But
having,
been
we've
the other mechanical problems
back to the
is working itself out, and we're getting
ncy, if you
same level of competency (or incompete
past.
see it that way) that we've had in the
in the ,
things
few
a
changed
we've
This semester
has been
paper. The "Circuit" page is gone, and
section
feature
replaced by a three-day-per-week
"soft"
which will contain, aptly enough, features,
messages,
news, the Communique, public service
be of
would
and generally articles that we believe
qualify
interest to the UMO community but don't
new secto cut it on the "hard" news pages. This
ine pages".
tion has been christened "the Maga,
under
back,
is
The old Maine Campus Magazine
the heading "Verbatim", and will be published

Respentsibility

from runeight pages strong every Wednesday. Freed
pages,
ning "obligatory" material by the features
Maine
the
and produced as a separate section of
both
room,
more
have
Campus, Vertbatim will
Magazine
physically and artistically, than the old
truly superior
ever did, and we look for it to be a
section.
dust.
"Sports Monday"has bitten the proverbial
a habit
We found the managing editors last year had
from
away
pages
of commandeering half of the
semester,
Sports Monde"for news anyway, so this
with
Monday's paper will be an eight-page edition
g) pages
either four or five (depending on advertisin
sports
to
left
space
generous
devoted to sports. The
pages
on Monday means no features or editorial
otball,
that day, but UMO's Big Money Sports—fo
the
during
underway
get
all
basketball, and hockey,
four or
fall semester, ant' after a full-slate weekend,
sports
five pages are needed for the coverage these
and
deserve. We'll also be running stories, results
we'll
statistics on UMO's other varsity sports, and
that
try to run the intramural standings, too, since
for
feature generated a lot of positive response
Sports Monday.
The newswriters will concentrate more on investigative hard news than CVCT before. Last semester
we had two outstanding efforts: The story on the
then-General Alumni Associations directors's arrest
r
and conviction, and the series on The Chancello
McCarthy Question: lb Stay or Not To Stay? This
semester we've already brought to the readers attention the fact that the UMO police are armed (again),
and Monday's paper had a good piece on the
Stillwater Riverplcc development issue. More to
come, especially on the doings in the legislature, the
Board of Trustees, Residential Life, Student Government, and fraternity row. The Campus now has one
of its reporters living in Augusta and working out
of the United Press International offices in the State
House, so we should have faster and better coverage
of the legislature than ever before.
We're also going to devote more space to articles
of interest to off-campus students, graduate
students, and faculty, three areas where our readership base isn't as strong as wed like. And with over
one-half of UMO's population living off-campus,
more stories in that area are long overdue.
Ambitious goals? Perhaps. Impossible to obtain
without the readership. So get involved. Write_ We're
very input-sensitive. Or better yet, come in and join
the gang in the basement of Lord Hall. Become one
of the "Bunker Mentality" crowd. It's the student
newspaper of the University of Maine at Orono(see
our logo). It's paid for (partially), produced by, and
aimed mainly at, the students of this university, and
without students, it doesn't happen. So get involved. We're short on staff this year, and every able
volunteer is needed, welcomed, and appreciated.

MICHAEL HARMAN

Maine Campus
Don LiTISCCAt, Managing Editor
Suzanne M. Donovan, Managing Editor
Michael P. Harman
Ron Gabriel, Managing Editor
Editor
Mark Gagnon, Advertising Manager
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Rich Garvin, Sports Editor
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It is high time that we all recognize the
abdication of responsibility for what it
really is.
All around us we continually hear
people advocating the idea that the
results of the actions of individuals are
the responsibility of society. This is particularly evident in the area of
child-bearing.
It has been argued that the problems
of bringing up and taking care of
children are the responsibility of the
community, thus removing the responsibility from those who created the child.
This argument gives a blank check on
society to those with a tendency to produce large families, the responsibility of
which they cannot handle, and the financial demands of which they cannot
possibly meet.
If people are taught that individuls are
not responsible for the effects caused by
their actions, they are free to do almost
as they will without fear of,reprisal or
burden. The blame wil14 placed on
society, and the resulting burdens will be
carried by society.
Recently, I found myself criticizing
Ronald Reagan's stand on "traditional
values" as being nothing more than a
strong stand in favor of motherhood.
Now I realize that, tragically, this may
be necessary.
With large numbers of people clamering for publically funded babysitting
(and simultaneously complaining about
the federal deficit) some move has to be
made to teach people that this is not
what government is for, but what parents
are for.
When individuals decide that the
government or society is responsible for
their actions, they will cease to be individuals. When the government or
society decides that it is responsible for
(and therefore has the right to strictly
. control) the actions of individuals than
we will no longer live in a democracy but
under a totalitarian dictatorship of mob
rule.
Democracy cannot survive in any
form when induviduals seek to place the
burdens of their actions on others.
Under such a system, there could be
no such thing as individual rights, only
the rights of the prevailing mob. Which
would mean no property rights, no right
to freedom to individual choice, and
above all no right to freedom of expression. Under such a system no one would
ever have to fear the coming of a "Big
Brother" or a "Thought Police:* they
would already mist.
Under such a system the United States
wqould become "The People's State of
America:' The prevailent economic
philosophy would be "From each according to his ability, to each according to
his need:'
Under such a system, the CIA
(already known for infringing upon the
rights of individuals) would take on the
characteristics of the KGB.
With the abdication of responsibility
conies the forfeiture of rights. With the
forfieture of rights, comes the loss of
freedom.
Stephen R. Mackin is a senior journalism major form Bath, Maine.
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Independents hold beliefs
lb the.editor:
Jane Bailey in her editorial
(9/6) wrongly states that there
i355 independent party. There
is no such thing as an independent party. A person can
register as an Independent and
by doing so he is not joining a
party.
She implies that people who
register as Independents hold
Political beliefs. This is not true,
people become Independents
because they disagree with what
the two major parties have to
offer. Jane seems to forget that
people can also register with the
Socialist Party or the Communist Party or any other party. People are not restricted to
register as a Democrat or a
Republican.

People who run for political
office as an Independent may
belong to another party; John
Anderson was a member of the
Republican Party before he ran
for president in 1980. Governor
James Loosely just ran as an
Independent because he did not
like what the two major parties
were doing to the state
People who are Independents
can only vote in the general
elections and not in the
caucuses or primaries because
they do not belong to a party;
but they do hold political
beliefs.

Patricia McKeon
Hannibal Hamlin Hall

Two years ago I came to
UMO knowing the nest four
years would mold me in so
many ways. I knew I was not
only here to aquire as much
knowledge as I could in four
years, but to develop completely as a real person in a concert- •
trated community of fellow
developers. The college environment I've found induces growth
of the whole person, this means
most people will probably'
develop in four areas of their
fifes: mental, physical, emotional and spiritual.

The lint three aspects are
pretty obvious—your classes
will keep you challenged in.
teLlectually, the change in food
or maybe even involvement in a
sports or health program will
keep you fit, the new environment will tax you as you learn
to live with a roommate, share
a bathroom with twenty other
people, and have dinner wuith
a thousand strangers, let alone
dealing with and leaving the
security of your family and
friends.
Sadly, many studets limit
their development to just these

Doug Watts

Commentary

Banning Genocide
News item: President Reagan, after
three years of deliberation has urged the Senate
to ratify a 35-year old international treaty banning
genocide
The treaty was signed by President Harry S.
'human in 1949 after the horrors of World War II
and the Jewish holocaust became known to the
world.
Reagan, in announcing his decision at the annual
convention of the B'nai B'rith, a prominent national
Jewish organization,said "1 want you to know that
we intend to use the(Genocide) Convention in our
efforts to expand human freedom and fight human
rights abuses around the world!'
Now maybe the president should have bit his
tongue for awhile Granted, he was speaking to a
Jewish organization and bringing up the holocaust
is well within a politician's bag of tricks during an
election year.
However, Reagan, referring to eastern-bloc countries who ratified the treaty many years ago, said
his administration approached the document with
caution, "in part due to the human rights abuses
performed by some nations that have alr'eady
ratified the documents"
Unwittingly, Ronald Reagan has uncovered the
the
entire fallacy of such a treaty and also provided
answer why the United States could not ratify such
a treaty in good faith. The truth is that no country
except maybe for Switzerland and Swaziland could
ratify that treaty in good faith.
Them have been as many cases of genocide as
there have been wars in this century or any other

and treaties such as this have no meaning except to
appease the guilty parties into thinking they're interested in the value of human life
A treaty banning genocide is about as useful as
a treaty- banning war or a convention banning
crabgrass.
According to Webster, genocide means "the
systematic killing of a whole people or nation!The
example that most readily comes to mind is the attempt by the Nazis to eliminate Jews in World War
II.
One example that is often forgotten is the
wholesale elimination of native Amerindians from
North America in the last three centuries. The two
to three million deaths attributed to the Khmer
Rouge in Cambodia in the early 1970s is a good contemporary example
It is obvious that a piece of paper would not have
stopped these Crimes.
According to the Associated Press, Reagan is urging ratification "to remove a longstanding international embarrassment and to dramatize U.S. human
rights concerns"
By ratifying this treaty, the United States would
merely join the rest of the hypocritical nations who
support human rights on paper and dictatorships
in the real world.
If the Reagan administration is interested in
human rights beyond meaningless treaties and
election-year pandering, it would stop supporting
military regimes in Chile, Guatemala, and the
Philippines and put some action behind its empty
words.

three areas of their lives, and do
not decide to grow spiritually.
They excuse themselves by
thinking spiritually related
things are for later in lilfe, not
for the "swinging" life of•college student. But let rise share
with you something I learned as
a freshman. None of the first
three areas matures more completely until the fourth aspect,
spiritual, is addressed. Scripture
says, "the fear of the Lord is the
beginning of knowledge"(Pros.
I:7) Knowledge is important,
but notice before you can fear
the Lord you have to know who
he is or realize he is unknown
to you. You have to know the
Lord in order to fear and love
him.
Please don't go through college without trying to know
God. You all have a spirit that
longs to know him. Don't ignore its urging. Deal with it and
realize you can know God.
I know God through Jesus
Christ. I came to this
knowledge my freshman year by
getting involved in Inter-Varsity
Christian Fellowship. I didn't
join knowing all the answers,
but through asking questions
and getting answers from people who cared about me as a
real person, I made the best
decision of my whole entire life,
and that was to follow Jesus
Christ. My life is proof that addressing spiritual things effects
all aspects of a persons lift

Please take advantage of the
resources here at UMO—there
are many Christian fellowships
who would love to answer your
questions and help you to grow
spiritually. Why not grow completely so you can say with the
saints you have "Life abundantly" and "joy inexpressable?"
Christine E. Prue
102 Hart Hall

Human error
To the editor:
Congratulations on the new
equipment at your office I'm
glad to see that, for once, journalism students can get experience using present, up-todate technology, and be able to
work in a modern newsroom.
Do you think now you folks
to
spell?
learn
could
Tom Chipperfieid
Bangor
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Magazine
Test your knowledge
of current events
Joan Bninskill
AP Newsfeatures

s

Communiqué
Organizational Meeting of the Botany
Outing club. 207 Deering Hall. Noon.
TAPPI Chapter Meeting. 100 Jenness
Hall. 7 p.m.
Discussion: "What Does the Future hold
for us and our Children?" A discussion
on nuclear war. Stewart Commons,
private dining room. 8 p.m.
Thursday, Sept. 13

How much do you reentir.ber ahout
Os- stories that have beea in tne hews
recemly% If you score texts' than five
,x-Prrea answers, you have been 'pea ling
tdo nok.h ram: an :he C10414431191 If you
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iti i961. Cr Fteisdent Ichavon 11 191,4.
Legitlitors returned Is Washington
for a short session to conclude tie wark
of time 9net. Congress. win*: •,chednle-.1 tc, ataiourn: ASpee. Jfa B. b os. 1;COc: 4.
Emperor Hirihito of Japan welcomed to Tokyo President Chun Do3-hwan,
orficiaily
the first head of state ever

Do You Need
Financial Aid?
Scholarships grants and
noss
loans are avallabie
out on aid that cm/d save you
your
on
thousands of dollars
education Free details no
obligation Services SO, 5120
Ed Montpetrt, Ste 9, Montreal.
1
H
Quebec Can

Learning Skills Series: How to Succede
in College. South Bangor Lounge,
Union. Noon.
News of the World Forum. Sutton
Lounge, Union. 12:15 p.m.
Health Education Services: The Emotional Aspects of Chronic Illness?' 17A
North Stevens. 1 p.m.
Cliffe Knechtle, evangelism specialist.
Damn Yankee, Uniuon. 7 p.m.

Japan from, A. Taiwan; B. South
Korea; C. North Korea,
5. Another international first visit was
postponed, it was that- of: A. Erich
Honecker. the East,German leader, to
West Germany; B. West Germany's
Chancellor Helmut Khol to East Germany; B. Chancellor Kohl to Moscow.
6. After seven weeks out of the public
eie, Soviet leader Constantine
Chernenko made an appearencd on
Soviet television, he: A. Delivered a
sharp attack on the U.S., in an adress to
Eastern bloc diplomats; B. Presented
awards to Soviet astronauts; C Opened

N isit

Tuesday, Sept. 11
Women in the Curriculum Program
Reception. Bangor Lounges, Union.
12:10 p.m.
Beginning Word Processing with.
WORDSTAR. 104 Jenness Hall. 7 p.m.
Data Base Management with dBasell
104 Jenness Hall. 7 p.m.
Listening to Orchestral Music. 101
Bangor hall, BCC. 7 p.m.
Meeting for those interested in working
on the Prism yearbook. FFA Room,
union. 7 p.m.
Wednesday, Sept. 12
Single Parent Support Group. Old Town
Room, Union. 11 a.m.
High Adventure Film Senes. Sutton
Lounge, Union. Noon.

the fall session of the Supreme Soviet.
7. In the Canadian elections, Brian
Mulroney.and his opposition Progressive,
conservative party won a huge victory
over the ruling Liberal Party of Prime
Minister: A. Norman McDonald;
B.Pierre Elliot Trudeau; C. John N.
Turner.
8. Michael E. Wittkowski was in the
news, he is: A. A leading Polish Catholic
reprimanded by the Vatican for his
"liberation theology;" B. Winner of the
$40 million prize in the Illinois State
Lotery; C. The space shuttle crew
member who guided the shuttle's robot

arm to clear ice from Discovery's water
vent.

9. A bomb explosion in the city's main
railroad station, killing three and wounding at least 29 people, was linked to the
immenent vist of Pope John Paul II to
that city: A. Manila; B. Santiago, Chile;
C. Montreal.
10. The cencus bureau reported that
from 1979 to 1982 the number of small
farms in the U.S. had: A. Risen sharply;
B. Declined steeply; C. Declined slightly.
Answers: I. B; 2. A; 3. C; 4, B; 5, A;
6. B; 7. C; 8. B; 9. C; 10. A.

MPBN announces new shows for September
Maine Public Broadcasting Network
has released its's schedule of television
programing for September. Included in
the schedule is a ducumentary look at
the life of Leonardo da Vinci, and two
new British series.
At 8 p.m. on Sunday, Sept. 23 MPBN
television will air "I Leonardo: A
Journey to the Mind!' The critically
&claimed program examines the life of
Leonardo da Vinci, scientist, artist visionary and philosopher.
Frank Langella stars as Leonardo in
this production based on da Vinci's own
words, translated from his notebooks
and authenticated by experts in the fields

of science and art. The late Richard Burton narrates the hour-long production
and Walter Cronkite hosts and provides
commentary in related segments focusing on the importance and quality of
education in America. Filmed in the
United States, the production follows da
Vinci from his beginings as an art student in Florence to his diversified careers
as scientist, painter, military engineer
and sculptor. The world of the 15th century giant comes to life in this entertaining and enlightening look at one of
history's great geniuses.
Also in September MPBN will air two
new comedy series: "Sweet 167 and "The
LARCH PAPEliti

Help Wanted!
illurphy'lk' Steakhouse
Waitresses/Waiters
Bartender, Cooks
App4' in Person

.1,41419
14,799 to Choo•• from —
Ruth Rio,lh•formal 306- 11.9• cant
lost Callrofa res•arch & them asst.
lava also aveaable
itaaaarala 11322 'clan. Ave.•208 JC,
Loa knoale4 C.90023(21314 77 8226

Bounder!' "Sweet IC' premiering Sept
21. at 10 p.m., stars Penelope Keith and
Christopher Villers. This racy comedy
features Keith as a very liberated
buisness women who falls in love with
Villers—a 16 years younger business
associate. When she discovers she is
pregnant, the relationship takes on a new
dimension—marriage.
"The Bounder, beginning Sept. 28 at
10:30 p.m., stars Peter Bowles as convicted conman Howard Booth, a
gentlemanly rogue who moves in with
his sister and her husband after completeing a two-year prison term for
embezzelment. Booth's stay is cause for
consternation on the part of his brotherin-law especially after he begins to court
a wealthy widow next door.
Watch for these three exciting new
shows on MPBN television, channel 12,
Orono.
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Engineering & Science Students!
join TAPP!!!
(The Technical Association of
Pulp & Paper Industries)
For

your career & your self:
—make valuable industry contacts
— meet executives and engineers
—learn about job opportunities
—meet fellow students with similar interest,
Organizational meeting Wed. Sept. 12
7:00 p.m. Room 100 Jenness Hall
Dues only $3 tor 84/85 school year
* *Refreshments will be served**
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No chefs allowed
by Kerni Zabicki
A.K.A Off-campus gormet
anything from fryer parts to a whole broiler. Again,
you might want to par-boil the chicken for a short
time (15-20 minutes for large pieces) to make fatspattering less likely and to allow less total cooking
time.
The skin may be removed before cooking to
reduce calories, but the poultry will tend to be drier
this way. Another low-cal option is to remove the
.
skin after cooking.
Which ever way you want to cook it, chicken is
a good main dish choice anytime and better for you
in the long run than beef. One half of a broiler (10.4
oz. with bones)has 240 calories per serving, 7 grams
of fat and 42 grams of protein. One ground-beef
patty has about 200 calories, about 15 grams of fat
and 23 grains of protein. Chicken makes sense for
weight-reducing diets, cost and nutrition.
Everyone has their favorite method for preparing
chicken on the barbecue, here's a recipe I enjoy that
will give a little different taste than commercial
barbecue sauces.
The key to barbecues, as with all cooking, is etperiment! You may come up with a real winning
recipe. Which reminds .me, if you do create
something wonderful to eat and easy to prepare that
will fit on an off-campus student's budget, send it
on in to Suite 7A Lord Hall, in care of Kerry
Zabicki, I'm always open to suggestion.

There's still a little summer left in the air, and it's
a perfect time for a barbecue.
Barbecues are a great way to cook inexpensive
meat in a very easy, tasty and nutritious way. Unlike
frying, barbecuing allows the fat to drain from the
meat during cooking which pulls calories as well as
saturated fat away from the meat.
Almost anything can be barbecued or roasted over
coals, from pork ribs to beef to chicken. If you
choose a very fatty cut of meat such as ribs, you
might want to boil the pieces first to reduce fat
smoking on the coals which may char the meat too
early.
If you pick pork ribs there are two kinds; "country" ribs the large, meaty ones, or "back" ribs, the
more honey of the two. Remember to cook pork until will done. There should be no pink meat inside
when cut.
Barbecued meat can be deceptive, the meat looks
cooked on the outside but may be rare or raw on _
•
the inside.
Ground beef is always a favorite in the form of
grilled hamburgers. Remember the burger shrinks
when you cook it, so make it large enough in,
diameter and not too thick.
Chicken is for some, the ideal barbecuing meat.
High in protein and low in cost and fats, chicken •
is versatile and easy to prepare. You can barbecue
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Prepare coals, waiting until they are white
with ash before cooking.
Parboil 1/2 broiler or 1 small fryer chicken for
15 minutes or so.
SAUCE:
1/2 cup italian dressing
or
1/2 cup vinegar
2 Tablespoons maple syrup
I can mixed fruit in lite syrup
2 Tablespoons of lemon juice
I dash of each-- nutmeg, allspice, ginger
(spices are optional)
paprika may be added for extra color
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Mix all ingredients in kauce pan and bring to
a boil over medium heat, stirringoften (every
2 minutes or so run a spoon through it to prevent scorching on bottom). Simmer for 3-5
minutes taking care to continue stirring.
Drain chicken and place on rack over coals.
Make sure rack is not too close to coals so
chicken doesn't burn.
Remove sauce from heat and baste chicken
every 10 minutes or so, as you turn the poultry
over. Try not to spill sauce on coals while
basting, this will cause a flare up.
Remove chicken from coals when meat is no
longer pink near thigh joints and leg moves
easily in joint.

Serve with rice or potato cooked in skin
wrapped in foil in the coals and another
vegetable. I prefer sweet corn with all inner
"silk" removed, but husk left intact and wrapped in foil wah a.'few drops of water, also
roasted right in the coals. This recipe may. also
be done in a
350 degree oven for approximately 35
minutes.
Whatever you choose, enjoy the last warm
days of summer with a barbecue. If it starts
to get too chilly, accompany the meal with
some warm, spiced (and/or spiked) cider and
watch your friends warm up too.

MASON HILL HOT TUBS
ns State Street
(at the corner of Hogan Road)
Rent a spacious spa in a private room
complete with shower and music of
your choice.
* ** * * * * ** * * * * **
$4.00 OFF with this ad. One discounfper
group on hourly rentals.
* *** * * * * *** * * * * *
945-5466
expires §-14-84
Summer Hours: Closed Monday. Tuesdailtirough Thursday,
6pm-midnight. Friday and Saturday noon to midnight and later
by reservation

REAKFAST
AT
OUR
HOUS
The Colonial House of

FAMILY RESTAURANTS
Hogan

Road

Bang,

'
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Rues Gums

Sports
Football team's defense
needs to work on execution
made much of a difference. He said the
defense didn't allow a point after the
third play of the second half, which is
when the weight difference should have
The UMO football team's defensive
started to become an advantage.
coordinator said he wouldn't make any
Maine head coach Ron Rogerson said
major changes in the defense this week
that he felt the football team is better
even though the team gave up 324 yards
than
it was at the same time last year.
in Maine's 21-13 loss to the University of
"1 thought we were much more ag- •
New Hampshire Saturday.
gressive defensively (this year compared
Defensive coordinator and linebacker
to last year):' Rogerson said. "I was worcoach Bob Depew said that Maine needs
ried about containing Garron and
work on their execution.
LeClerc going into the game. We didn't
"We already think we have the best
give
up the long play and we kept hitpersonnel on the field, but our execution
ting
all day"'
said.
needs some work at times:' Depew
On offense Rogerson said he was
"I don't know if it wasn't the fact that
we aren't a good defensive team, it's that - pleased with the play of quarterback
Labonte. Labonte left the game in
Rich
they!re a good offensive team':
Iretiew said New Hampshire came up - the second quarter with back -spasms,
but is expected to play Saturday when
with the big plays on offense and Maine
Maine plays Richmond.
didn't stop them when they had to.
"Offensively I thought Rich played
Depew
"You either do it or you
said. "We had a lot of respect for that like he did in 1982:' Rogerson said. "He
did
go into the game with a bad back.
quarterback(Rick Leclerc) and he slip"On Tuesday in practice he pivoted to
ped a tackle twice on the drive right
hand the ball to the fullback and ended
before the halr
up going to the trainer's room. He apIt was on that drive that LeClerc hit
peared fine on Thursday and Friday, but
tailback Andre Garron with a pass and
he told me he was concerned about the
then found David Orr in the end zone
punting":
for a I3-yard touchdown pass. On the
Labonte was replaced in the second
last play Maine defensive lineman Skip
quarter of the UNH game when begot
Foley almost tackled LeClerc for a loss.
hit
hard by two Wildcat defenders.
The UNH offensive line averaged 30
Sophomore Bob Wilder played the rest
pounds more .:ian the UMO defensive
of the game.
lineman, but Depew didn't think that

by Rich Garven
Staff Writer
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"GREEK LIFE:

New UMO tennis coach Ron Chicoine is seen in action last year. Cbicoine
is replacing Brad Folger who is on leave. (file photo)

12 NOON PRAYER
Every Wed at Nov.
Drummond Chapel-UnKin
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"1" Maine
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Tues., Sept. 11 - Tues., Sept. 17:
IN THE MEMORIAL UNION

All interested womencOme on out'and meet us!!
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LIVE IT !!!
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Commentary

TheImmaculate Reception

It was a cold Saturday in
December, 1972, the most
memorable day in the history of
pro football in Pittsburgh.
Finally, after thirty-nine years
of failure and disappointment,
the Steelers' franchise was
engaged in a struggle with the
Oakland Raiders for the
American Football Conference
title.
Tv° field goals gave Pittsburgh a 6-0 lead, but with only 1:13 left in the fourth quarter,.
Oakland sent their young
quarterback Ken Stabler into
the game.
On the next play, Pittsburgh's
defense covered the Oakland
receivers like a blanket, but
Stabler found daylight and
scrambled for a touchdown.
With less than a minute remaining, Oakland led 7-6.
The only way for Pittsburgh
to win was if Terry Bradshaw
could engineer the Steelers into-field goal range. The Steelen
,
started deep in their own territory. but a couple of corn-- pleted passes brought them to
their own 40-yard line. The nest
' three Bradshaw passes fell in-- complete, facing the Steelers
with fourth and ten with 22
seconds left. Bradshaw took the
snap, stepped back, and began'
scrambling for his team's life, as
several Raiders chased in hot
pursuit. Bradshaw jumped
around a defender and looked

downfield. He spotted Frenchy
Fuqua running across the middle of the field and upon releasing the ball, was knocked to the
ground.
Just as Bradshaw had released that desperation pass, Pittsburgh's rookie fullback, Franco Harris, sprinted downfield.

Harris grew up in an apartment project in Mount Holly,
New Jersey. He was born one of
nine children, son of a black
father and white Italian mother.

to beat. He brushed Warren
aside at the 10-yard line and
scored the winning touchdown,
sending Three Rivers Stadium
into pandemonium.
Harris, the running back that
won the AFC title for the
Steelers, wasn't supposed to be

Harris chases NFL rushing record
SEATTLE (AP)—Franco
Harris, the second leading
rusher in National Football
League history, says he isn't
dwelling on breaking the
ground gaining mark held by
Jimmy Brown. Instead, he is
concentrating on helping the
Seattle Seahawks win.
"I'm not really thinking
about it,' Harris said after gaining 46 yards on 14 carries in his
Seattle debut Sunday, giving
him a career total of 11,996
yards-3I7 shy_ of breaking
the
Brown's • 12,312—as
Seahawks beat the San Diego
Chargers 31-17 for their second
victory in two games.
He reached for the football just
after Oakland's safety Jack
Tatum knocked it out of Fuqua's grasp. Harris grabbed the
balliiiehes off-the ground-,cmOakland's 40-yard-line. Franco
rushed for the end zone, with
only the safety, Jimmy Warren,

The 34-year-old Harris was
signed by the Seahawks last
Wednesday and had practiced
only twice with his new team.
Harris said he had not
played, in pads, since last Jan.
I, when the Steelers lost to the
Los Angeles Raiders 38-10 in a
playoff game.
Seattle coach Chuck Knox
didn't start Harris Sunday. But
Harris received a stirring ovation from the crowd of 61,314 at
the Kingdome when he carne into the game in the opening
quarter. He didn't have his first
carry until after the Seahawks
trailed 10-0.

_

anywhere near the ball.
His assignment was to block
for Bradshaw in the backfield.
After the game, Harris said he
had sensed that Terry was
scrambling for his life, so he
headed downfield to give the
quarterback an extra receiver.

His father, Cad, was a supervisor at the military hospital at
Fort Dix, where Franco was
born.
Harris played his first
organized football at Rancocas
Valley High in southern New
Jersey. In his first varsity game,
as a sophomore, he went 84
yards for a touchdown. As a
20
he
scored
junior,
touchdowns in an undefeated
of
Harris'
Two
season.
brothers also played football:
Mario, who went on to play
football at Glassboro State, and
Pierro, who played for Penn
State on a football scholarship.
After his graduation from
high school, Franco, like 4iis
brother Pierre, chose to play for
the Nittany Lions and head
coach Joe Paterno of Penn
State.
While he was at Penn State,
Franco was paired with another
talented running back in the
Lion's backfield, Lydell Mitchell. Mitchell played high
school football only a couple of
counties away from Harris
Although they had never been
rivals, they had heard equally of
each other.
(see part two tomorrow)

SEA proudly presents in their only
FIGHTING Fa?
LIFE

nican Heart
lotion

STUDENT
ALL-SPORT PASSES
Available in Memorial Union Lobby

Wed. Sept. 12, 10-4:30
Thurs. Sept. 13, 10-4:30
Fri:Sept. 14, 10-4:30

Maine appearance

the FIXX
with special guest

Andy Frasier

Friday, September 14, at 7:00PM

In tne UMO FIELDHOUSE
TICKETS:
TICKET
LOCATIONS:

$10
$11
$12

•

UMO Students
General Public
Day of show (everyone)

umo Box Offices
Memorial Union
Bangor Mall (Thur,Fri,Sat's)
Grasshopper Shops in
Bangor and Ellsworth
Record Connection in
Waterville
Everyday Music in
Farmington
Record Exchange in
Portland

Support SEA Concerts!
Buy your Fixx ticket today!
Any questions call extension #1051.

Don't miss the start of the Fixxt World Tour
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Tennis'No.1players continue to dominategame
posted the best record of any
to "let my racket do the talking!' On the who has
the men's tour in Grand Slam
hardcourts of the National Tennis player on
over the past two years.
Center in America's premier tennis event, tournaments
Until winning this year's French Open
his racket spoke in eloquent prose.
dubious distinction
He took a little off his serve, going for title, Lendl had the
to the eventual winner:
placement rather than brute strength. of losing in Paris
1981, Mats Wilander in
His volleys were crisp, his passing shots Bjorn Borg in
Noah in 1983.
devastating, his lobs perfect and his an- 1982 and Yannick
He lost to Wilander in the final of the
ticipation incredible.
December and was
McEnroe gave a clinic in Louis Arm- Australian Open last
consecutive appearance
strong Stadium — a "how-to" making his third
Championship match.
demonstration that even Lendl could in the U.S. Open
Like Lewis at Wimbledon in 1983 and
appreciate.
the Wimbledon final
in
"First of all he has quick feet and Jimmy Connors
McEnroe And like
quick hands:' Lend] said. "He an- this year, Lendl faced
fell easily
ticipates very well, too. Second, he comes the others, Lendl
stems from
dominance
Navratilova's
very close to the top of the net and it's
against Lloyd.
very difficult to lob because the ball the closeness of her match
makes her
doesn't bounce very high. It's almost im- The left-hander who now
home in Fort Worth, Texas, was not in
possible to lob from the low ball!'
one of the
played
Lloyd
while
form,
top
When McEnroe won Wimbledon in
long, title-filled
1983, he was criticized for "beating up" better matches of her
on Chris Lewis of New Zealand, a sur- career.
It was Navratilova who won her sixth
prising finalist. But Sunday, he was facing Lendl, the French Open champion consecutive Grand Slam title, tying her

. NEW YORK (AP)—Winning the
singles titles at the U.S. Open Tennis
Championships proved that John
McEnroe and Martina Navratilova are
the best in the world.
The way they won demonstrated their
brilliance.
Saturday, Navratilova captured the
women's crown, defeating Chris Evert
Lloyd 4-6, 6-4, 6-4. Sunday, McEnroe
took his fourth men's title with a 6-3,
6-4, 6-1 victory over Czechoslovakia's
Ivan Lend!.
In each final, it was the No. 1 player
in the world against No. 2. The women's
final was a rematch of the Wimbledon
championship, while the men's pitted the
two players who fought for the French
Open crown.
McEnroe and Navratilova each showed there's a big gap between No. 1 and
No. 2.
At the beginning of Wimbledon,
McEnroe, the center of many controversies during his sparkling career, vowed

Payton sets NFL total yards record
LAKE FOREST. III. (AP)—Walter
Payton, the Chicago Bean' premier running back, has two goals other than
leading his team to a championship—
one realistic, the other the impossible
dream of perfection.
Payton, who is nearing Jim Brown's
National Football League career rushing
record, has set 15,000 yards as his
realistic goal.
The dream is to play what Payton considers the perfect football game.
"To play the perfect game, as I see it!'
he said, "Is to make every block I'm supposed to make, to fake out everyone who

son for having tried!'
Payton, 30, is in his 10th year in the
NFL. When he rushed for 179 yards and
gained seven yards on two pass receptions Sunday in a 27-0 victory over
Denver, he ran his combined yardage
total to 15,517 yards, breaking Brown's
record of 15,459.
He also boosted his career rushing
total to 11,865 yards, 447 short of
Brown's record of 12,312.
"People will say, 'He's crazy, he'll
never do it: but how will you ever know
unless you try?" said Payton. "And even
if you don't do it, you'll be a better per-

Brown's record of 12,312.
He says he now seeks the haughty
figure of 15,000 yards because "if you set
your sights on small things, that's what
happens. I'm setting my sights higher"

for the record with Australia's Margaret
Smith Court and Maureen Connolly.
"I think I was able to come up with
the big shots:' Navratilova said. "You
have to be able to do that!'
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Any off-campus
who
students
would like to
receive information
on Recreational
Sports should leave
their name and address at the Recreational Sports Of140
in
fice
Memorial Gym.

Payton, who has two more years on
his current contract with the Bears,
which pays him about S240,000 per year
for the next 43 years, has no doubt he
will reach 15,000 yards.

ASK CLIFFE!

"I see three more years, and if I
average 1,300 to 1,400 yards a year added to what I already have, 15,000 yards
is realistic!' Payton said.
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Staff Writer
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highlight
and•quick as a flash

W

TAR more thanjusta highlighter

Switch from highlighting to jotting notes without Changing pens. Teeter
comes in six bright fluorescent colors, each with o blue ballpoint pen.
EIIIM.AR

Available now at your college store

*******************

NAVY ROTC
********************
Information/orientation meeting for fresh/soph
at 4:00 p.m. Wed. Sept. 12 and Thurs. Sept 13.
Struckmeyer House on College Ave.

Classifieds
Computer System kir sale - Awn 102
prude, Atari 1050 disc drid Atari
600X1 keyboard, Ph ilco 12' B&W
TV/Monad Anarierriter mord prods..s,
imanktem books All kw than a pew dd.
Moe sell 0 buy mom tnermatible to comp:den at dad of entdoernent. $850 brea1866-7907
ORONO-STILLWATER RIS'ERPLEX
APTS. Brand new for the hill deneste.
Now leding 5 person units to groups or
todividual• $190 per person, yortiellY
oohed, all appliances, enders and dried
wall to ball caorein& central heating and
AC near L:MO. Call John Dolly, General
Manager, 945-568i or 827.7511.
Still mailable 1-bedroom and efficiency
apartments Call 866-4538 or 947-1271.
Student odering no Investigatiye Bible
Study on Jesm Garin. Three .to, 45
doom • wed. Free No demure. Will
be mailable to adenor my grunions Contact Diane at 4726, room 302.
Ride needed to UMO Mon.-Frt mentos,
anytime after 5.30 from BCC campus.
&women Bangor, or Hampden. Will hely
pay gm Call Karen at 866-5205
FOUND:One of,.. eruct.. Theaday in I:We
Hall Call Jobs in room 211, 4614.
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